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Chronopolis / Roy Brand

Truth is that Jerusalem today is far from being culturally diverse. In other
great cities of the world people from different places come together to
live in the present. In Jerusalem, people live in the same location but, for

The rooftop above the church of the Holy Sepulcher is one of my favorite

the most part, they prefer not to be present to each other. Jerusalem is a

places in Jerusalem. A small passageway on the right of the main entrance

chronopolis, a city that is folded within different temporal layers, which

to the church leads upward to the Ethiopian section where the old monks

move differently in time. Some live a biblical time zone, others in the

in white robes and wooden canes keep modest huts. In the center of

middle ages; the 18th century is going strong, and the 19th century

this lifted existence there’s a water reservoir made from white Jerusalem

also has several adherents. Some move very fast forward, while others

stone and a weeping willow that rattles softly in the wind.

gradually resign or turn backwards to their chosen temporal site of origin.
What defines the community is mostly a temporal designation. Few live in

It is bustling down in the site of pilgrimage but very quiet up there, and

the ongoing present we now call the contemporary.
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you can smell the breeze and feel the open sky. Most visitors walk the
street level but everywhere in Jerusalem there are layers above and

So opening a contemporary art space in Jerusalem was a unique

bellow which preserve different time strata. Walking horizontally you

challenge. It makes you ask what’s the purpose of art, what it serves, how it

visit different places, but going vertically allows you to visit different

communicates and to whom. Above all, it makes you question what are the

time periods, like an archaeologist. Different temporalities are alive in

characteristics of “the contemporary” since choosing this way of life is far

Jerusalem; they coexist in one space but belong to different times.

from evident. What are the values that we (who are we?) contemporaries
cherish, and what are our practices of truth making or life shaping?

When I was invited to set up a cultural space for Bezalel Academy
of Art and Design, I went to visit the designated location on 23 Yaffo

I cannot answer these questions in the abstract, but each and every

Street—the entire floor above the post office, facing the municipality.

exhibition that we did was an attempt to think through these questions.

Previously this floor housed the main switchboard telephone service.

Yaffo 23, it’s location, its program and its wonderful team, was an

The British constructed this modernist building during the mandate to

experience-based project for thinking the contemporary in a place where

serve and celebrate imperial globalization and to mark western progress.

being “of our time” is both a political statement and a lifestyle.

The location was carefully selected, on Yaffo Road-- the main street of
Jerusalem, leading from Yaffo Gate in the old city to the Port of Yaffo

And indeed we received both praise and blame for our programming.

on the Mediterranean, now in Tel Aviv-Yaffo. In ancient times this route

The official opening exhibition — Correspondences — asked artists from

served travelers and merchants coming from the desert. Jerusalem was

all over the world to send instructions to be carried out by local artists.

then a hub of commerce and exchange, not only economic but also of

It was a way of addressing the growing siege mentality and bypassing,

languages, cultures, religions and ways of life. Placing the communication

while noting, the cultural boycott of Israel. It was also a way of creating

center at the entrance to Yaffo Street was important because that’s where

an international show on a shoestring budget. On the opening night,

it always happened. When I visited the space, the old post office, still in use

Nir Barkat, the mayor of Jerusalem, came to celebrate and, incidentally,

today, was bustling with all the different cultures of Jerusalem. Russians

to appropriate the new cultural venture for his election campaign. He

and Palestinians, Orthodox Jews next to hipster Europeans all sat in line.

was greeted instead by a small group of activists demonstrating the

Most neighborhoods in Jerusalem are segregated, but its downtown still

“Jewification” of Palestinian neighborhoods in East Jerusalem. Needles

carries the traces and the potential of being cosmopolitan.

to say we never received municipal funding.

west of Germany to the Church of the Holy Sepulchral in the old city of
Jerusalem. As always, this was motivated by extensive research and
accompanied by a conference. Yaffo 23 was created as a contemporary
art space but its location in one of the oldest and most problematic cities
in the world made it an anomaly. We wanted to shed light on this anomaly,
not merely to provoke but to awaken a discussion between the different
times that co-exist in Jerusalem. This discussion recognizes that the
contemporary is only a particular end result of a certain historical process
that not everyone shares, and accepts that the contemporary might itself
reach an end. After all, what is still left for art today if not to lead to the
threshold where we can think and experience differently?
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Correspondences, exhibition view, 2010

Another exhibition, which helped anchor our identity, was our summer
exhibition turned annual festival — Experiments in the Techniques of
Awakening. This was the second time we cooperated with the Jerusalem
Season of Culture and Under the Mountain Festival to mount an intensive
performance-based program accommodating the diversity and political
vitality of the city. For the opening night we hosted artists/activists and
poets/musician that addressed the legal problems of dislocated Palestinian
villagers in the area of Lod or Al Lyd, one of the oldest cities in the center
of Israel. For the first time in many years Palestinians and Israelis, Muslims,
Christian and Jews danced together, and the energy was electrifying. The
following night we received letters from right-wing organization calling to
shut down the space and to withhold public funding.
But from one event to the next, our presence in the Jerusalem cultural
scene became markedly evident. For the most part we functioned as a
space for contemporary art and culture, showing what we believed was
the best work by the best artists of our time and place. Our closing show —
Mythographies —grouped contemporary works that reflect on geographical
locations that inspire a unique mythical quality, from Externsteine in the

Jerusalem Light Rail passing Yaffo 23

sculptural elements that combined sound and movement. The duo
Duprass (Liora Belford and Ido Govrin) conducted an “archeology of
sound”, retrieving stories and voices from the gallery hall, as if past
conversations left their marks on the walls of what was Jerusalem's
telephone switchboard operator.
Yaniv Kuris inserted the external auditory environment into the gallery
space by recording and condensing the sounds of Jerusalem on a Friday
afternoon. The space breathed in the calls of muezzins in and the ringing
of church bells in a sound meditation of sorts.
Ilan Volkov and the collective Marginal Consort (Israel) unloaded their
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NX2 during the opening event
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toolbox of acoustic and electronic instruments and spread out in space for
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#1

#01

a two-hour concert that combined harmony with risk and disintegration.
The events concluded with a discussion and a party featuring experimental
music groups NX2 Space Patrol, Cassexxe Vibrato and The Noses.

June 17 – July 2, 2010

Participants: Cassexxe Vibrato, Maya Dunietz, Duprass (Liora Belford

#02 After Cinema

and Ido Govrin), Lali Fruheling, Ram Gabay, Yaniv Kuris, Noses, NX2

July 17 – August 20 2010

Space Patrol, Alona Rodeh, Chaya Ruckin, Assaf Talmudi, Ilan Volkov
and Alex “Drool” Yonovich

Participants: Ayelet Ben Dor, Lior Chervinsky, Bar Faber, Maya Inbar,

Curators: Roy Brand, Sagit Mezamer, Simon Krantz and Yael Ruhman

Rotem Linial, Christian Marclay and Maya Zack
Curators: Roy Brand, Sagit Mezamer, Simon Krantz and Yael Ruhman

#01 inaugurated Yaffo 23 with a series of installations, performances and
actions that explored the new gallery space through sound, movement

After Cinema opened during the Jerusalem Film Festival. It addressed the

and time. At the opening night, Maya Dunietz played a sound sculpture

changes that cinema undergoes when translated into other media.

by Alona Rodeh: a huge wheel mounted with speakers and microphones
that spinned like a millstone, evoking the ancient olive press as the ritualist

At the opening night, Christian Marclay’s Screenplay, a video score

center that brings a community together.

combinig historical film clips that are intended to be read as musical
notation, was performed live by two musical groups, featuring Ori Lichtik,

The members of noise-rock band Lovegrenade scattered in space, playing

Alex (Drool) Yanovich, Maya Donietz, Keren Rosenbaum and Ram Gabay.

while moving among the visitors; and Ashkara Metim, a Jerusalem-based
punk band, played through video cameras and monitors.

Ayelet Ben Dor created an intimate and pornographic collage from pieces

Throughout the first exhibition cycle, artists and musicians added new

of animation, video, performance and metal rock, mashing-up cinematic

techniques in disregard of medium or genre. Rotem Linial displayed an

works were performative, others jointly composed sculptural installations,

improvised machine that screened through the colored hands of a clock, so

video works and even a small garden.

that the passing moments formed a succession of images, changing constantly
throughout the 24-hour cycle in optical and Rorschach-like mutations.

Correspondences explored the possibilities of communication and
exchange in art. The works, extending over a wide geographical, cultural,

Maya Inbar sampled from the internet a classical score from a Marx

and temporal range, drew upon diverse resources to reflect on global

Brothers film, uploaded and then downloaded it over and over again

economy, social networks and intimacy in the digital age. In line with the

until a new image had been created, only slightly different from the

“art by instruction” and “mail art”, Correspondences sought the riches of

original. Bar Faber created a work based on overused digital images and

risk, accident and loss of control. But whereas 1960’s art-by-instruction

over-exposure.

willed to free art from the artist, Correspondences explored the notion of
the artist as no longer an independent and solitary agent, but an interpreter
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installation open to the public.

#02
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workshop format, the set also functioned as a sculptural and performative

and translator of culture collaborating in a global community.

80

shooting of her short video Black-White Rule. Working with students in a
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For the second phase of this project, Maya Zack constructed a set for the
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#03

Correspondences closed with two guest shows:
Room Dance Festival under the artistic direction of Prof. Amos Hetz.
Laika - Eulogies and Prophecies by Lior Lerman and Jonathan Sohet;
Production of Hazira - Performance Art Arena.

#03 Correspondences
October 26 – December 17 2010

Participants: Etti Abergel, Colin Champsaur, Ronny Carny, Ofri Cnaani,
Yaarah Cohen, Maayan Elyakim, Jacob Emdal, Andrew de Freitas, Nir
Harel, Imri Kahn, Jonathon Keats, Lindsay Lawson, Maya Muchawsky
Parnas, Leigh Orpaz, Tchelet Ram, Aviv Shechori, Maayan Strauss,
Andrew Norman Wilson, Daniel Yahel and Pablo Fernandez Zapata
Curators: Roy Brand, Sagit Mezamer, Yael Ruhman and Simon Krantz
Correspondences officially inaugurated Yaffo 23 in celebration of the
gallery’s location in Jerusalem’s old main telephone switchboard, on the
3rd floor of Jerusalem’s historic Central Post building. In elaboration of the
avant-garde “art by instruction” tradition, international artists were invited
to correspond with local ones, yielding ten new collaborative works made
especially for the exhibition.
Artists from all over the world answered the call, sending back a large
number of instructions for local artists to chose from and carry out. Some

Nir Harel and Ofri Cnaani, installation view, 2010
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Insert from Correspondences catalog, Design: Michal Sahar Studio
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bark at the cues, some without later recalling anything. Following Gabriel

#04 I See Darkness

Garcia Marquez notion of “hallucinatory realism” as inherent to any act of

J a n u a r y 2 7 - M a r c h 11 2 0 11

perception, Fishbone examines sensual and behavioral manipulation in
face of art and visual images in general.

Participants: Shai Azoulay, Noa Gur, Doug Fishbone, Bat Sheva Ross
and Saskia Olde-Wolbers

Noa Gur (Tel Aviv/Berlin) created The Medium is the Message (2011) for

Curators: Sagit Mezamer, Roy Brand

the gallery space, particularly for its temporarily sealed windows which
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were transformed into media, screens on which to project a view that
I See Darkness brought together works from five artists whose work had

mapped the unseeable surrounding of the gallery: rooftop city views

reached maturity and depth. Exhibited in a darkened gallery, these works

as well as sound bits from the ministry of communications located just

share a search for a sensual surrounding or for new ways of perception.

below the gallery space.

The dozens of windows in the gallery were blackened, transforming

Placebo (2002) was the first work exhibited in Israel by Saskia Olde-

the white box into a black one in order to provide ideal conditions for

Wolbers (London). Made with basic tools inside an aquarium at the artist’s

the five artists who all, independently from each other, asked that their

studio, this video pretends to be the work of sophisticated technology.

exhibition area be darkened. With the decision to turn off the lights, new

Slippery watery images move across the screen, leaking in and out of

and unhabitual sensorial conditions could play out in the huge gallery

mode of consciousness in a dreamlike surrounding; the melt into one

space. The perception of space had changed and accordingly, the

another in sync with the plotline told at the background, about a doctor’s

perception of reality. This, after all, was the preoccupation shared by all

lover who gradually, out of half-baked impressions, realized that all he told

five works: crossing over to the other, dark side, into the irrational or the
inconceivable of the sensorial experience.
Bat Sheva Ross (Tel Aviv/Rotterdam) exhibited Creator’s Menifesto
(2011), an installation in two sets of slides where each set is a chapter
from the Book of Job. In these chapters, God speaks about the nature of
his providence and his responsibility toward his creatures. Each verses
appeared in English translation accompanied by a drawing, painted by
Ross as a visual, interpretive journal that explores the artist’s authority
on her work and the tension between text and image, artist and viewer,
origin and interpretation.
Doug Fishbone (London) exhibited Hypno-Project (2009), a video
installation that looks at how audience responds to cues through
sensation and loss of sensation. It shows a group of 12 people that were
hypnotized by Fishbone, watching a short films containing cues to which
they were earlier conditioned to respond. They clap, scream and even

Doug Fishbone, Hypno Project, 2009

her had been a fantasy. The inner space of the protagonist and the fluid
space of the story merge into a fantastic reality that exists independently,

Bill Drummond Presents The 17

in a world at once claustrophobic and limitless.

M a r c h 2 3 2 0 11

Date, centered on Azoulay’s painting performance, guided by storied
and visual memories of a blind woman. The resulting painting remained
for the duration of the exhibition, a visual testimony for a place that no

88

darkened gallery to the light of ultraviolet radiation. The work, Blind
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At the opening night, Shai Azoulay (Jerusalem) has painted in the

#04

On March 2011, British artist and musician Bill Drummond came on his
first visit to Israel. Drummond is the founder and leader of pop duo KLF
that was hugely successful in the 1990’s, hit the music charts and then set
fire to one million pounds earned in royalties.

one ever saw.

Life/Art Conference

181-180

F e b r u a r y 2 1 2 0 11

Participants: Prof. Christoph Menke, Philosopher, Goethe-Universität,
Frankfurt am Main; Prof. Judith Rodenbeck, Art Historian, Sarah
Lawrence College, New York; Dr. Roy Brand, Director and Chief Curator,
Bezalel, Yaffo 23, Jerusalem; Udi Aloni, artist, writer and filmmaker
The round panel brought together art practitioners and theorists to reflect
on the seam-line that separates and connects life and art.
Art practices today are again challenging the line that separates art and
life. On the one hand, more artists work directly in the medium of
life, orchestrating situations or framing parts of the everyday. On the
other hand, performance artists, earth artists and activists are placed
inside museum frameworks, and ephemeral occurrences are now being
collected and reenacted. In this round panel, speakers from the fields of
philosophy, the history of art and art activism focused on life-as-art or
art-as-life.
The discussion was preceded by a screening of A Virus in the City, a film
by Cédric Venail on the Israeli-French artist Absalon, on the occasion of his
retrospective in Kunst-Werke Berlin.

Drummond is an interdisciplinary artist, musician, writer, producer,
curator and performer, known for carrying out mostly anonymous and
undocumented actions. Since 2006 he has been focusing on The 17, a
project based on the model of the amateur choir. Shunning recordings,
Drummond believes that the choir is the future of music, and that soon
music will become a singular event, no longer be recorded in order to be
replayed over and over again.
The 17 started with a classified ad that Drummond published in a
London newspaper, inviting men who were interested in using their voice
to attend a one-time event. Since then he has conducted hundreds of
choir events throughout the world, each time with a different group of 17
participants: women, six year olds, seniors, police officers, soccer players.
Participants are asked to avoid recording or photographing the event, and
Drummond, for his part, deletes the recording immediately at the end of
the event, after having played it once to the participants. These are the
rules of the ritual.
With larger audiences, Drummond works similarly but also unexpectedly.
For instance, he would divide the audience into groups of 17, and would
fix a strict time frame for the event. Doors would shut and open in set
times to be respected by the audience.
Drummond spent several days in Israel and held three 17-inspired events, two
in Jerusalem and one in Tel Aviv. The central event took place in Yaffo 23 on
March 23 2011. It started on 20:30 sharp, and participants gave their word

not to record or photograph. About one hundred people, eager and thrilled
to meet with the artist, were split into two groups of women and men and
embarked on a series of vocal exercises under the orchestration of Drummond,
who was no less thrilled. He shared stories, talked about his experiences and
dreams, and in between elaborated on The17 manifesto and the rationale
behind it. Throughout, he enjoyed the participants’ full cooperation.
On the day following the event, Yaffo 23’s curators Roy Brand and Sagit
Mezamer went out on a fieldtrip with Drummond, inviting artist Rafram
Chaddad to join along. Below is the text Drummond wrote following that
day on the road.

The Poppy By Bill Drummond
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I had been warned. But I really did not understand what I was being warned
about. I mean, I am Bill Drummond, you cannot out reckless me. I can take
things to the limit and then even further. Or that’s the impression that I would
like to give at times in my writing. But these are just words.
When I met up with Rafram ‘Rafa’ Chadad earlier today, the one that I
had been warned about, he just looked like an amiable, dare I say almost
avuncular man in his early thirties? Of medium height, carrying a bit of
weight, heavy black-rimmed specs, a shock of black wavy hair and a friendly
grin. No outward signs that this was the man who was going to meet my
match. But now as I sit on the bus that is taking me from Jerusalem back to
Tel Aviv and making these notes, I have to conclude he completely trashed me.
The plan was that Rafa was to act as my guide into the West Bank. In 2012,
I am to be leading a performance of Score 317: REPEAT across Israel and
Palestine (or parts of ). I was wanting to get some idea of the landscape in all
the ways that we understand the word, of what Israel and Palestine looked
liked, away from the cities and developed parts.
He picked me up from the hotel early this morning. He was with Roy and

Sagit who are from the Yaffo 23 gallery, where I was working last night. I was
ready for this new day.
“So where do you want to go Bill?”
“I want to stand where Moses stood, on the banks of the Jordan looking across
to the Promised Land, the night before he died.” And just to remind you, this
was after Moses had lead his people out of slavery in Egypt and the subsequent
forty years in the wilderness he made them do. I wanted to know what the
Promised Land looked like.
“Yeah, sure Bill. But you won’t see a land flowing with milk and honey, just a bit
of scrubby desert.” I knew this would be the case. I also knew I did not want to
be one of those tourists that come to this part of the world wanting to stand in all
those various spots that the Holy Land tourist industry has decided that all the
biblical incidents took place. In fact, I was not that bothered about standing in
the exact spot where Moses stood, it was just the answer that I gave for us to get
going somewhere out of Jerusalem. The city was beginning to get to me.
As we got onto Highway 1 and started heading east out of Jerusalem and
into the West Bank, Rafa began to show his personality and reveal some of his
background. But first, back to his physical appearance, there is nothing about
Rafa that fits with our pre-conceptions of what a Jewish person looks like. He
would have never made a model for an anti-Semitic cartoon of earlier times.
And I guess that is because he is not part of the Ashkenazi Diaspora but the
Sephardic. He was from Tunisia, his family moved to Israel when he was
younger. This meant that he could speak both Arabic and Hebrew without an
accent. And because he does not “look” Jewish he can go anywhere in Israel or
Palestine without folks knowing who or what he is. This seemed like the perfect
guide to have in a place like this.
And as we were speeding out of Jerusalem and into the Wilderness the
conversation flowed. I was interested in what Rafa did when he was not
showing someone like me around.
“I am an artist.”
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“What kind of an artist?” I naively asked.
“The kind of artist that goes places and meets people and has conversations, gets
into trouble and eats food. I like food.”
“So where have you been and who have you met lately?” I asked goodhumouredly
“Well last year, I went back to Tunisia. I have dual citizenship. Two passports.
It means I can go where I like. In Tunisia, I crossed the border into Libya.
But not at a border crossing, just in the desert. It is how most people cross the
border. But after wandering around Libya, taking photos, meeting people,
talking to them and eating food, I got arrested.”
“For what?”
“I was watching the Simpsons on the TV in my hotel room.”
“You can be arrested for watching the Simpsons?”
“Is there a better reason?”
“No but…”
“I was in my hotel room; it was the day before I was going to be heading back
to Tunisia and then back to Israel. The authorities wanted to know who I was
and where I came from. I told them I lived in London. But they knew I was
Jewish.”
“How did they know that, you don’t look obviously Jewish?”
“Is that supposed to be a compliment or an insult?”
“No but…”
“Every second person in Libya is an informant. I had been photographing areas
of Libya where Jewish people used to live. I was asking locals about the former
Jewish people and what had happened to them. There used to be a big Jewish
population there. They put two and two together and got…”
“So you were a spy or something?”
“No, but that is obviously what they were telling me I was doing.”
“Did they torture you?”
“Of course, but that is their job and they told me before hand. After three days
of the worst possible torture, which it may be somewhat indelicate to go into
and could put you off your lunch and I can guarantee you, you will have one of
the best lunches you have ever had with me today.”
“Yeah but what happened after those three days?”
“Ah yes, it was then that they told me ‘Welcome, you are in custody of the
Libyan secret police. We are the cruellest secret police in the world. If you had heard

stories about us, you would kill yourself now. You are all alone. No one knows you
are here. We told the Tunisian embassy that you died in a car accident. By now
your family thinks you are dead. So you better cooperate with us’.”
Now I am thinking, do I believe this Rafa? Maybe he is just making it all up.
Maybe making up stories is what he does as an artist. I mean, all the while he
is telling me this, he has this big warm smile on his face. There seems to be all
these artists today, who think it is clever to make scams and pranks. Using the
internet to spread word of their japes. Maybe all this was just a version of that
particular genre of contemporary art. Maybe it is what they all do in Israel.
“So what happened next?”
“They blindfolded me and took me to another prison. Threw me in a cell and
left me for over four months.”
“Solitary?”
“Of course.”
“What did you do?”
“You’ve seen the movies. I created a regime. I got fit, running around and
around my six feet by six feet cell for two hours every morning. Then two hours
of lifting my water jug. And in the afternoon, making art from the tin foil
and plastic trays that my food came in. Then at night, lying on my mattress,
remembering every street that I had walked down in Paris and the girls that I
have known.”
“So how did you get out?”
“One day I was blindfolded again. Thrown in the back of the car and driven
off. I thought it was going to be more torture or the firing squad. I could hear
aircrafts. There I was un-blindfolded. It was an airport. And there was this
man coming down the steps of a private jet holding an Austrian flag and he said
‘Hello, I’m Martin Schlaff. Do you want to get on the plane?’ And I said yes.”
“So who is Martin Schlaff and why did they let you go?”
“You haven’t heard of Martin Schlaff? You must know who he is. He is a
Jewish Austrian billionaire. He was a spy for the East German Stasi. They
paid him millions for American technological information. Then after the fall
of Eastern Europe he bought up all the rights to the mobile phone networks
across Eastern Europe and then sold them a couple of years later, making him
a multi-billionaire. And then he went into partnership with Yasser Arafat,
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setting up a huge casino in Jericho. The laws in Israel prevent gambling, but it
is allowed in the West Bank. Jericho is in the West Bank. So he built this huge
Vegas style casino in Jericho, so Israelis could go there to gamble. Gaddafi’s son
is also a co-owner of the place. We can go there later if you want, after we have
been to the Jordan River.”
“Hang on a minute, you got on this jet...?”
“Yes, Martin Schlaff’s private jet. And he flies me out of Libya.”
“Why is this bloke involved?”
“Because, Schlaff does deals with people. Where there is money to be made out of
doing deals with people, people that will not talk to each other, Schlaff will do the
talking. Make things happen and make himself millions. He is a friend of Saif alIslam, Gaddafi’s son, and Berlusconi, you know, the prime minister of Italy.”
“So what kind of deal was done to get you out?”
“The Israeli government had to pay him 50 million dollars. This was then
handed over to Gaddafi, who then handed it over to his charity that builds
houses in the Gaza strip.”
“And what did you say you do as an artist?”
“All of this, I meet people and things happen. The things that happen are the
art. Today I am meeting you. Whatever happens is the art.”
“But you said something about food?”
“Yes, I am the leader of the Middle East section of the Slow Food Movement.
Later we will eat.”
This is all a bit much for me to take in. So I look out of the window of the
car. We are now out of Jerusalem and well and truly in the West Bank. There
are barren hills, total wilderness, nothing; it looks like one of the bleakest
places in the world. There are some shacks made from rubbish and pallets
and containers. These, I learn to be the homes of the noble Bedouin Arabs.
It seems they no longer live in those tents you have seen pictures of, all your
life, but they still roam around this wilderness with their flocks of sheep and
goats, like they have done since Abraham’s time. I make an instant mental
note that I would like one of the 100 choirs of 17 to participate in the
performance of Score 317: REPEAT to be made up of nomadic Bedouins.
It is now pouring with rain. No, not pouring, the rain is torrential. The
windscreen wipers are going full tilt. None of this is making sense. I don’t know
what we are doing or where we are going or why. I let my mind drift. I am

back being a nine-year-old boy in the back of the family car, trying to stare
out of the window at the passing landscape. But instead of a rather dull bit of
rural Scotland, all I can see is desert. The others are chatting away in Hebrew;
I am wondering what episode of the Simpsons he was watching when he got
arrested.
But then suddenly we are at a border crossing. There are young sexy-looking
Israeli women dressed in military fatigues and holding submachine guns.
“Come on Bill, time to get out. You and I are going to cross into Jordan.”
“What?”
“You wanted to stand on the East bank of the River Jordan and look over to
the Promised Land? Then first we have to enter the country of Jordan.”
“But I have not got my passport.”
“Bill you are with me, you do not need passport.”
“Hang on a minute. I am not going into a foreign country – an Arab country,
without my passport. I might not get back in.”
“It is ok Bill, I can sort it out, I know these people.”
I get out the car. It is still pissing down. I try to pull my mind into focus. I
must be firm.
“No, Rafa, I have changed my mind. It is ok; I do not need to stand where
Moses stood. I do not need to see the Promised Land.” And I wish I did not
think these girls with their uniforms on brandishing automatic weapons
looked sexy. It is usually me that is trying to push the boundaries, test the
limits, but this Rafa is miles ahead of me. Maybe I have just been watching
the wrong episodes of The Simpsons. If this is all some sort of game of poker
then Rafa has won.
I get back in the car. Rafa smiles, the other two say nothing. The car is turned
around and we start driving back to Jerusalem.
“Lets go into Jericho, I know a great place to eat there.”
“No Rafa, we are not going to Jericho. Did you not see the news this morning?”
Sagit is laying down the law. It seemed that after the bomb that had gone off
in Jerusalem yesterday, the Israeli army drove some tanks into the Gaza strip
and blew up a house. Then Hamas responded to that by sending a couple of
missiles over into Israel.

“Hey, it will be fine and the food is so good. They are all my friends.”
It is time for me to put my foot down. “Rafa I promised my children, that
while I am here, I will not get into any trouble. I promised them I would be
back by tomorrow.”
The car falls silence. We head back along the highway to Jerusalem. We are
back in the hills. There is Jewish settlement on top of one of the hills to the left
of the highway and a Palestinian village in the bottom of the valley, to the
right. There is also a bridge crossing the highway. This was the perfect place to
do graffiti. Not today, but when I return next year. There would be two graffiti,
one in Hebrew and the other in Arabic.
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“Can you pull up, I want to have a look at this bridge, take some photos.”
They do and I climb out. The rain has passed. I tried to see if there is a position
where I can take a photo looking through the bridge, where you will be able
to see both the Jewish settlement and the Palestinian village and both planned
graffiti all in the one shot. It is going to be difficult. But not as difficult as other
things. I look around at the barren landscape, where nothing seems to grow. I
mean, why does anybody want to kill or risk being killed over such a desolate
looking place? Then I noticed a lone poppy growing at the side of the highway.
I looked straight into it. It was perfect, but I knew that if I were to pick it, the
petals would fall off immediately. It was like our common poppy, but with a
different black bit in the middle of it. I took my mobile out and took a photo
of it.
Back in the car we drove into the centre of Jerusalem. Rafa had decided where
we were to eat. We parked up, outside the city wall and walked through the
market. The lanes of the market have not changed for hundreds of years, if not
thousands. It was crowded. This city, or the ancient part of it, is built in layers.
The market is the bottom layer. Rafa lead the way. We arrived at a small café.
There is nothing outside it to entice trade. Inside it is bare, only three tables,
overhead strip lighting, no menus, nothing at all welcoming in anyway. But
the aging proprietor welcomes Rafa in like a long lost friend. They chat away
in Arabic. It seems the place only sells one dish, but according to Rafa, it is

the best in all the Middle East. It also seems that the boss is having trouble
finding a wife for his son. The son is working with his father in the café and
has obviously got some issues, be that autism or something else. The one dish is
a very thin and stretched pastry with sweetened cheese as filler. And it is very
good, but can not decide if it is supposed to be a savoury or sweet dish.
While we are waiting for it to be made, Rafa took whatever the conversation
was, into another direction.
“Do you know what the Sepulchre is?”
“Yeah, Golgotha and the tomb where Jesus was buried and rose from the
dead.”
“Well can you hear those footsteps above us?”
“Yes.”
“Those are the tourists in the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. That is directly
above us. They think they are in the place where Jesus was dead and then came
back to life. But they are not.” Rafa got up, moved the table next to us. This
was to give access to a small door in the wall. Rafa opened it and beckoned
me in. I stepped through the door into a cellar with some very ancient looking
arches above us. The only light was what was coming through the open door.
There were some boxes and a few bits of wood but nothing else.
“A few years ago, archaeologist dug all this up. These walls and arches are over
two thousand year old. They were built as tombs. This is where Jesus lay. Not
where the tourists are above us.”
“So why does nobody come here? Surely this has got to be the ultimate point of
pilgrimage for any Christian wanting to do the pilgrimage thing.”
“Yes, but nobody knows it is here. And the people who run the Church of the
Holy Sepulchre, who do know, certainly do not want to let on, that the real place
is down here. They want the tourists to keep coming into their church.”
“But what about the bloke that runs this café? Surely he could do with the trade?’
“No, he does not want all those hundreds of people. He wants a quiet life. Find
a wife for his son, so then he can retire and let his new daughter-in-law run the
place. His son knows how to do the cooking, but cannot run the business.”
We returned to our table to drink the fresh mint tea that had just been poured.
I get my phone out. Click on the photos section so that I can look at the photo
I took of the Poppy. I might not have stood on the banks of the Jordan where

Moses stood, but I have breathed almost the same air that Jesus breathed when
he first rose from the dead. Or was that just a story?
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And now, two hours later, I am sitting on the bus heading from Jerusalem
back to Tel Aviv, making these notes, and considering the day. Rafram Chadad
is one of those rare people you meet in life. As an artist, he does not have to
physically make anything that you can see or touch or even write about. It
is just his approach to life that somehow creates situations that then go on to
affect the lives of all those around him. It is those effects that are the artwork.
He may never be an internationally regarded art superstar, with retrospectives
in all the right museums, but in my imagination he is one of the greats. I
started this piece by making those claims, about how I could never be outrecklessed, but then this Rafa bloke went on to trash me. Of course these
were just hyped up words to get your interest, but there is no doubt, Rafa has
humbled me. I mean, what must it feel like to have a 50 million dollar bounty
on your head, and it gets paid? What kind of responsibility must that be, to
have hanging around your neck for the rest of your life?
I get my phone out again to have a look at the photo of the Poppy. This Poppy seems
to be the key to whatever has been going on. I text it to Tracey Moberly, she is always
photographing poppies, maybe she will know what sort it is and what it means.

Gabi Kricheli, studio view, 2011

#05 The William Ashbless Project / Gabi Kricheli
M a r c h 2 9 – A p r i l 7 2 0 11

On March 20th, the artist Gabi Kricheli settled in Yaffo 23 to construct a
sculptural installation in the vast gallery space. Art students from the Bezalel

As we are pulling into the bus station in Tel Aviv and I am about to put the
notebook away, the last thought I want to record is this: I have to find out,
which of the 450 (and counting) episodes of the Simpsons Rafa was watching
when he got arrested?
Postscript: Roy and Sagit, who get mentioned briefly at the beginning of this
text, were major players in the day’s events, but for the telling of this story, their
input has been marginalised. When I return to Israel in 2012 or 2013 their
input will not be marginalised.

Academy documented and assisted as Kricheli put together sculptural
elements for over a week before the final result opened for public viewing.
The William Ashbless Project was part of a series of site-specific projects
created especially for and within Yaffo 23, combining original work,
workshop and exhibition.
William Ashbless is a fictional poet, the creation of authors James Blaylock
and Tim Powers. In Powers’ novel The Anubis Gates, the protagonist travels
back in time in search for Ashbless only to discover that the renowned
poet was none other than himself.
In his approach to the gallery space, Kricheli wanted to create a similar
set of detachments. He constructed a system of formulas that enabled

him to view his work as if for the first time. Integrating various acts of reengagements, Kricheli acted as a discoverer of artwork not his own. His

#06 Life/Art

sculptural objects conjured up a subtotal of many mythologies, ranging

M a y 1 9 – J u n e 2 4 2 0 11

from cave dwellers’ paintings and sculptures through medieval and
Participants: A2 Company, Anat Eisenberg, Ayala Landow, Yonatan

baroque ritualistic paraphernalia to contemporary science fiction scenes.

Levy and Maayan Theater, Picnic Magazine, Hillel Roman, Keren
Sheffi, DJ Spooky, Saar Székely, Yonatan Vinitsky and Claire Waffel,

knowledge at the foundation of many different cultures. The wolf, the dog

Curators: Roy Brand, Sagit Mezamer and Omer Krieger (in collaboration

or the coyote standing guard on rooftops and at the gates of churches and

with Under the Mountain Festival, The Jerusalem Season of Culture)

figurines – all combined like mathematical components to create a basic
universal language through a relief of human history, revealed to the artistanthropologist-explorer as he travels freely through space and time.
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castles; the great arc at the basis of sea vessels and anonymous human
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Kricheli’s intention was to penetrate primordial experiences and

#05

Art practices today are again destabilizing the precarious line that
separates art and life. On the one hand, more artists work directly in the
medium of life, orchestrating situations or framing parts of the everyday.
On the other hand, performance artists, earth artists and activists are
placed inside a museum framework, and ephemeral occurrences are
collected for later reenactment.

169-168

Residency Program: Gateway
‘ 11 | ‘ 1 2 | ‘ 1 3

Life/Art brings up the question of how we live right now and tracks it
concretely by staging live events that allow participants to experience

From 2011 to 2013, Yaffo 23 cooperated with Schir – Art Concepts and
Goethe-Institut Israel on a residency program for German-based artists. Each
year, one artist was selected from among hundreds of applicants to live and
work in Jerusalem for a 3-5 month period.

and reflect on ways of living in the present.
Theater and performance, music and choreography increasingly come
into fierce dialogue with the traditions of plastic art. As part of this
emerging conversation artist today combine the real time of the event

Each program was individually tailored to meet the needs of the resident artists
as well those of the hosting organizations. The residency made it possible for the
artists to experience the unique urban environment of Jerusalem and connect
with the city’s art scene.
The residents shared their work with the local public through lectures,
performances and exhibitions. They formed lasting connections with local
artists, thinkers and activists, which often led to projects elsewhere in the world.

with the archival time of the museum, and offer new ways of relating fact
and fiction, the everyday and its reemergence as art.
Life/Art turned away from objects in favor of concrete and specific
experience, usually by framing pieces of life as readymades offered to
the participant-audience.
The exhibition opened with a lecture by artist-musician-theorist D.J

Artists in residence: Claire Waffel (2011); Heike Gallemeier (2012); Achim
Lengerer (2013)

Spooky, who played a concert and led a discussion on the relations
between art, philosophy and technology.
For the first six days of June, the exhibition hosted Under the Mountain,

a Jerusalem-based festival of active and cutting-edge art. Between
June 1-6 Under the Mountain held daily workshops and lectures on
the themes of the exhibition, and every evening an artist staged a
unique event featuring the gallery visitors as active participants. In a
public social experiment performed by Saar Székely and Keren Sheffi,
a computer software issued random instructions toward increasingly
unexpected complexities; Maayan Theater staged a docu-reading
of the protocols of the Knesset Economic Affairs Committee on the
distribution of natural gas royalties; Anat Eisenberg shot a film with
the audience as a main character; Yonatan Vinitski gave a performative
lecture on sculptures in the public sphere, the group Picnic concluded
the six-day festival with an audio-visual happening and party, inviting
everyone to bring their own data and project it on the gallery walls.
Berlin-based artist Claire Waffel joined in to present a photography
project in conclusion of her four-month residency in Yaffo 23. For the
DJ Spooky, lecture at Life/Art opening event

day workshop entitled “The Future of Death”. Around forty locals from
different backgrounds attended, and bringing a variety of experiences
and viewpoints into a conversation on such themes as weakness and loss.

Why Love Hurts

The workshop concluded with a two-day performative event.

A Research Group for Artists and Writers led by Prof. Eva Illouz

Hillel Roman designed the social space of the gallery following the

Participants: Rafram Chaddad, Matan Daube, Julia Fermentto, Raz
Gomeh, Nir Harel, Judith Kakon, Omer Krieger, Ran Kasmy, Sagit
Mezamer, Ido Michaeli, Alona Rodeh, Nira Pereg, Eli Petel, Netally
Schlosser, Efrat Shvili, Roy Brand, Alexandra Zuckerman

work of Austen St. Barbe Harrison, who planned the Jerusalem Central
Post Office on Yaffo 23 (1938) that later became home for the gallery.
As Chief Architect of the Mandatory Department of Public Works during
the British Mandate for Palestine, Harrison designed several other
monumental buildings in the area including the Rockefeller Museum in
Jerusalem. His Palestine buildings display a variety of influences from
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the arts and crafts movement, Freemasons, and British orientalism.
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concluding segment, A2 Company arrived at the gallery for a ten-

Ayala Landow designed the rooftop balcony overlooking the old city.

#06

Why Love Hurts was a research group led by sociologist Prof. Eva Illouz,
named after her 2012 book on the sociology of feelings, particularly the
pathos of love pains and the ongoing search for “true love”. The group,
made up of artists, writers and curators, gathered monthly in Yaffo 23 to
explore these themes in artistic, therapeutic and social contexts.
In an art laboratory of sorts, participants presented their work along with other
materials and examined them in relation to sociological issues in Israeli art, to
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The final session took part in the exhibition Experiments in Techniques of
Awakening and was dedicated to an article by the late cultural theorist and critic
Sara Chinski. Entitled The “Silence of the Fish - On Local and Universal in
Israeli Art”, it was a first in a series of articles by Chinski that revealed some of the
workings that underlie the art discourse in Israel, its ideology and social biases.
In her daring scrutiny of such canonical Israeli artists and concepts as Avital
Geva, Yitzhak Danziger and the notion of Arte Povera, Chinski’s work was able
to evoke strong reactions and sent ripples through the Israeli art community.
The meeting was joined by Shai Lavi, director of the Safra Center for Ethics in
Tel Aviv University law school and Chinski’s close friend and colleague.
On the occasion of the gathering we reissued Chinski’s seminal article, first
published by Theory and Criticism, Van Leer Institute, Jerusalem, in 1993.

#07 Another World is Possible
S e p t e m b e r 2 7 - N o v e m b e r 4 2 0 11

Participants: Aya Ben Ron, Amit Berlowitz ,Ohad Fishof, Alona
Friedberg, Fahed Halabi, Dalya Markovich, Tali Keren, Shachar Freddy
Kislev, Rinat Kotler and Rona Yefman
Curator: Maayan Amir

These videos invited viewers to sense the tension underlying
experimental film and photography in the local arena, invoking a sharp
feeling of detachment as they presented the subject’s dissociation
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Illouz’s research, and to a series of articles she penned for Haaretz newspaper.
Several meetings were joined by guest speakers, among them Literature Prof.
Ariel Hirschfeld, and sociologist Dr. Eitan Wilf. The project aimed to generate
a shared learning environment for visual artists on the one hand, and scholars
in the humanities and social sciences on the other.

#07

from its own voice, words and gestures. Within a space of divided
representations that seemed to take shape before our very eyes, they
patched together an image of a society that has lost its ability to control
the images it produces.

Collaboration with the American
Academy in Jerusalem
O c t o b e r 2 0 11

Launched in 2011, the American Academy in Jerusalem (AAJ) brought
senior-level artists and cultural leaders to Jerusalem, where they would engage
with city’s communities and develop social-focused projects. The program was
established by the Foundation for Jewish Culture with the aim of furthering
civic efforts to strengthen Jerusalem - one of the world’s most extraordinary
cities - as an international destination for art and culture.
Yaffo 23 was among local institutions who were chosen to coordinate the
fellowship’s activities. The first fellowship season opened on October 2011
and offered four nine-week residential fellowships, along the lines of three
categories: performing arts (dance, music and theater), visual and media arts
(film, photography, traditional and emerging media) and design (landscape,
urban planning and architecture). The fellows were artist Lynne Avadenka,
choreographer Donald Byrd, theater director David Herskovits and urban
planner David Karnovsky. The second fellowship season started on October
2013 with the participation of architect Davidson Norris, multidisciplinary
artist Dean Moss, filmmaker Susi Korda and visual artist Diane Samuels.

Another World is Possible presented ten new video works, filmed in Israel
throughout 2011 with support from the experimental film program of
the New Israeli Fund for Cinema and Television. The Fund asked artists
to examine the relations between experimental film and other art forms,
including film, music and theater.

On page 71 - an illustration of Green Roof on Yaffo 23, in cooperation with
The American Academy in Jerusalem, David Karnovsky, and Ayal Ronen

#08 Formatology
Handmade Underground Music Packaging
O c t o b e r 2 7 – N o v e m b e r 2 5 2 0 11

Curators: David Opp and Rani Zager
The Israeli label Heart & Crossbone displayed its unique collection
of musical formats acquired through an elaborate network of trades
between underground music labels.
Vinyl records of the analog age were often exquisite objects that fostered
intimate relations with music. The large record format gave designers
and musicians ample artistic room that by now all but vanished. With
the move to digital technology most efforts went toward improving the
quality of sound, and the packaging had been reduced into a practical
Formatology, installation view, 2011

However the underground music scene continued to produce impressive
vinyl records, retaining the visual and material dimensions of the

#09 Culture.Climate

packaging. It is handled with the same painstaking care reserved

N o v e m b e r 2 2 2 0 11 – J a n u a r y 6 2 0 1 2

for the music itself, handmade in small editions using odd materials
and delicate techniques such as silk screening and etching. These

Participants: Atar Geva and Shahar Dor, Sharon Glazberg, Wanja

objects are now collected as capsules for preserving a fading musical

Schaub, Daniel Kiczales, Simon Faithfull, Michael Sailstorfer and

experience, one in which hearing, touching and seeing come together

Guido van der Werve

intimately.

Curators: Alfons Hug, Roy Brand, Sagit Mezamer

Ashkenazy and Rani Zager played the collection on different occasions.
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Throughout the exhibition, DJs Tomer Rosenthal, Alma Ben Yosef, Lior
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and secondary product.

#08

With the support of the Goethe Institute in Jerusalem
Social and environmental concerns are slowly taking the lead over
individual and national ones. All over the world, the emphasis perceptibly
shifts from the individual to the collective, and nationalism gives way to
a more global approach. Everything is interconnected: the climate, the
economy, politics and our culture at large, and new technologies of
communication mirror this growing complexity.
The works showcased in Culture.Climate attempted to realign the
environment with the senses. To quote Alfons Hug (curator, Sao Paolo

local climate. Watching over the Arab village of Al-Issawiya from Mount

Climate: “Climate phenomena which are increasingly bureaucratized

Scopus, the film treated the landscape and its sounds (in this case, a

temperatures of new attitudes towards life.”
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and medialized need to be ‘reculturalized’ by measuring the aesthetic
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Biennale, 2002 and 2004), the curator for the video works in Culture.

#09

Muezzin prayer) as ready-mades, appropriating them to produce a new
musical piece. The work measured the distance between two cultures
that share the same climate.

The show considered the aesthetic aspect of the climate crisis and traced
the moral consequences of a phenomenon that will largely determine
the future of generations to come. The habitual divide between manmade culture on one hand, and nature on the other, can no longer hold,
and aesthetic experience reveals the many connection between the
two. Simon Faithfull, Michael Sailstorfer and Guido van der Werve each
created video works that projected an aestheticized world, one that
feels its climate as its culture and offers a bridge between two realms
separated by convention.
Atar Geva and Shahar Dor work together in Kibbutz Ein Shemer, in the
161-160

interstice between ecology, education and art. Combining elements from
performance-dance and sculpture, they created a breathing-ﬂoating
object made from the translucent plastic sheets often used in vegetable
crops farming. It captured an empty mass of air within the gallery, and
breathed it out in sporadic gestures.
Sharon Glazberg installed a line of trees covered with feathers that clung
to the trees by the force of a fan-generated wind. It was a hybrid of dead
and live nature, an animal-tree caught within artificial climate.
Wanja Schaub, a German-born artist based in Jerusalem, cultivates in his
studio bonsais of local trees. For Culture.Climate he installed two works
in the gallery: The Book of Shortcuts, an atlas whose maps of stringed
paper treated paper as landscape; and a couple of his signature garden
capsules, mimicking iconic nature studies by such artists as Dürer or
Beuys. Schaub reversed the traditional direction of art-following-nature,
creating instead natural environments that copy from art.
The Messenger by Daniel Kiczales, a Jerusalem-based artist and musician
(lead singer, “Yuppies With Jeeps”) was an interpretive reading of the

Sharon Glazberg, Imigrants, 2011

combinations that stimulated thought. While I was working on the video, I realized
that what I am interested in is to try and represent that complexity through sound.
The Messenger portrays Islam’s five calls for prayer, one after the other, a situation
that allows you to follow the changes in lighting and the way they influence the
visibility of the landscape. While working on each of the different prayer times I
have tried to match the soundtrack in a way that will respond to the transformations
during that time of day, so that it manifests another channel of the experience
generated by the observation of the changes in the landscape.
Q. The work’s sound pervades the space, creating a sense of suspended
time – before or after a dramatic moment. Those sensations arise long before
the viewer watches the video itself. Is it at all possible to separate the work’s
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sound from the visual image?

Sagit Mezamer and Roy Brand in conversation
with Daniel Kiczales following his video work The
Messenger,

A. Most of the responses I received addressed the harmony created in the
combination of two distinctly different musical motifs. People wanted to obtain
The Messenger’s soundtrack, so that they could listen to it in private, and in fact
give it an independent musical validity. In a way, I think that listening to the

The conversation was published on the occasion of the exhibition

soundtrack while separating it from its visual context may overlook one of the

Haifa-Jerusalem-Tel Aviv at the Haifa Museum of Art

positions I hoped will be generated while viewing The Messenger.
I was interested in examining how a scale familiar to the Western ear can produce a

Q. What was the initial idea for The Messenger? Does the work originate in

comfortable platform for the reception of a musical trill that relies on quarter tones

an experience of a single moment or was it born from prolonged observation

which exceed it (and are perceived as being off-key). I have tried to convey through

over a period of time?

the music the aggressiveness inherent to the expropriation of the muezzin from his

A. The initial idea for the work was a direct continuation of my engagement

cultural surrounding and encompassing him in a different cultural surrounding, in a

with the relationship between Mount Scopus and Al-Issawiya – an issue I have

manner that will satisfy the listener and make him want to carry on experiencing it.

found myself revisit time after time in the course of my studies at Bezalel. On one

Since this interpretive reading relies on the visual separation between the sites

occasion that I came to look at the village during the muezzin call, synthesized

(the ridge and the village), and since the metaphor of the act of appropriation

pop music was playing on a nearby radio. The combination of the different

can only be understood against the appearance of the village, which is lowered

elements reminded me of recordings by musicians who incorporated samples of

in relation to the viewer’s perspective, I have chosen not to separate the

sounds and beats from different places around the world into one piece.

components of the work for the time being.

For me the innovation of this accidental synthesis does not stem from its musicality,
but rather from the manner in which it operated in the space. The different

Q. This work incorporates your two practices – as a musician and as a visual

musical sources did not emerge from an edited and timed mix emanating from

artist. These two channels produce a threefold tension in the work: between

the same speakers, but from different, accidental and untimed coordinates in the

what is seen and what is heard, between what is seen and what you chose to

space. The distances, reverberations and combinations that were created between

play, and between which sounds come from over “there” and which sounds

the two spaces, which hold political, cultural and social tensions, created singular

are heard “here”.

A. As far as the taping of the muezzin is concerned there is some disparity between

where words lose their validity. I identify with that sentiment – a feeling of

the musical practices and those of visual art; in a musical framework, the muezzin’s

frustration in the face of language’s limitations in translating feelings, intentions

recording could be considered as a sample, whereas in the framework of a video

and need into words.

that holds visual representations of a physical space, as well as associations from
an art history point of reference, it could be considered as a ready-made.

Q. This is the second time The Messenger is shown; until recently the work was

The conception of another culture as raw material and its appropriation into a

featured in the exhibition “Culture.Climate”. The context was global – in the

new artwork that touches on issues of modes of listening, as well as the habits of

framework of an international exhibition that addressed the way we engage

the listener from his location on top of Mount Scopus versus what is heard from

with the nature surrounding us. In the current exhibition, at Haifa Museum of

the foot of the mountain struck me as interesting tensions to work with.

Art, the work represents “Jerusalem”, that is to say it gains a very local accent.
How do you see the work and the different contexts in which it is displayed?

Q. It is interesting to examine the Hebrew language as containing the tension

A. Despite the sense of familiarity with the local landscape emanating from the

in the listener (ma’azin)-muezzin relations through the use of the same root.

work, it was important for me to try and relinquish specific characteristics of the

How do you view the relation between sound and image in general, and in

village and the figure, and thus address the space between them as an expanse

this work in particular?

that could have existed in another place. I felt that the questions generated by

A. Sound plays a prominent part in the experience I have tried to convey. The

the video work are universal, and address colonialism, harmony, perception of

marriage of sound and image can produce a manipulation which could bring the

nature, appropriation and intercultural dialogue.
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viewer into a passive viewing mode.
The visibility of the landscape in The Messenger, from the point of view I have

Q. Your figure overlooking the foot of the mountain is reminiscent of the

chosen, does not allow any window for a dialogue, yet the sound in the work does

Romantic tradition of the wanderer in wild nature or the hiker facing the

offer a possibility that overcomes the division, so that there is a listening window

mountainous landscape. Could the “intra-artistic” background of the work

between the village and the ridge. This possibility expands the colonialist point

be converted into the local context?

of view to which the eye had grown accustomed.

A. In the course of working on The Messenger I had in mind guitar solos in
extravagant video clips from the 1980s and 1990s. In the clip you see an electric

Q. We are looking at you from your back, i.e. in some sense we are looking

guitar player facing a desert in the middle of nowhere, or standing on a cliff

with you towards Al-Issawiya. Beyond the identification with the artist, there is

overlooking the wilderness.

identification with the position of the viewer looking at what takes place below

Friedrich’s paintings echoed somewhere throughout the development of the

him. Is the role of the artist, as you perceive it, related to the title of the work

work. I feel that the composition that corresponds with The Wanderer over the

“The Messenger”?

Sea of Fog allows another channel of interpretation which relies on the Romantic

A. The idea of the point of view stemmed from the desire to determine for the viewer

tradition as I understand it. I love the idea that the motion of the earth, which

the side from which he will experience the dialogue, to position him alongside the

induces the dramatic changes of light in the work, can render the constant

anonymous figure on the ridge, and in doing so, try and undermine the question of

tensions between the figure and the village, the muezzin’s singing and the

his natural, intuitive or moral place in the geographical space.

guitar playing and everything they represent inconsequential. Nature proves to

I would not know how to articulate the role of the artist, and I am not sure I want

ultimately hold the true driving force in the face of culture, religion and art.

to try. At this point, I mostly feel a need to ask questions concerning the place in
which I live, on its different elements.

Daniel Kiczales, born in 1980, lives and works in Jerusalem. Graduated from the Department of

I read that Bruce Nauman once said in an interview that the place of art starts

Ceramic and Glass Design at Bezalel. Lead singer and musician in the band “Yuppies with Jeeps”.

Machines for Living engaged with “total living environments” through
the works of ten artists:
“Escape Vehicle” by Andrea Zittel (Joshua Tree, California), personally
adapted by Lior Shvil (New York); a video installation by Iñigo ManglanoOvalle (Chicago), filmed inside Mies van der Rohe’s Illinois Institute
of Technology; a photographic installation by Adam Broomberg and
Oliver Chanarin (London) which presented “Chicago”, a fake Arab
town in the Israeli Negev built by the IDF to train soldiers in urban
combat; photographs of large sculptures that refer to artificial urban
surroundings by Heike Gallmeier (Berlin); two paintings of modernist
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buildings in Israel by Almog Neeman (Tel Aviv); paper and video

#10

sketches by Marion Ritzmann (Zurich), produced during rides she took
in different machines; estranged home environments by Elisheva Levy
and Dina Kornveits and a robotic installation by Shachar Freddy Kislev
that treated women’s hair.
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Dina Kornveiz, Grandmother’s Asleep, 2010

#10 Machines for Living

#11 Experiments in Techniques of Awakening
July 15 – August 4 2012

March 20 – June 22 2012

Participants: Public Movement, Slavs and Tatars, The Secular Yeshiva,

Participants: Andrea Zittel, Lior Shvil, Iñigo Manglano-Ovalle, Adam

HaAf fanzine, Palestinima and more Curators: Roy Brand, Sagit

Broomberg, Oliver Chanarin, Heike Gallmeier, Marion Ritzmann,

Mezamer, Omer Krieger (Under the Mountain Festival, The Jerusalem

Elisheva Levy, Dina Kornveits, Shachar Freddy Kislev, Almog Neeman

Season of Culture)

Curators: Roy Brand and Sagit Mezamer
If we truly believe in art, then we must think of new ways to make its
Machines for Living (“machines à habiter”) is a phrase coined by architect

methods of operation applicable to other fields. How to make art a

and designer Le Corbusier (1887-1965), expressing the idea that in

training ground for a particular course of action?

designing homes and cities, functionality must precede decoration.
The summer of 2011 in Israel will be remembered for a long time as the
The term resonates with Late-Romantic, Bauhaus and Modern ideas

summer of social protest that spurred a housing protest and words like

about the design of life, or the attempt to manipulate and shape life

awakening and civil action received a renewed and clearly social meaning.

as a ”total work of art”. Some notable historic examples for this type
of work include Marcel Duchamp’s Box in a Suitcase (1941), a kind of

Experiments in Techniques of Awakening took place in the summer 2012.

portable retrospective of his work and life, and the famous cells (1987)

The show was named after a quote from Walter Benjamin’s unfinished

constructed by Absalon (1964-1993), inside which he planned to live in

Arcades Projects, wherein he described his work as an attempt to bridge

isolation at the hearts of central cities around the world.

the past and the present for the sake of a different future.

Abstraction, participation, chance and relational aesthetics have served
for a long time as tools for action within the field of art. What are the
current forms? Artists are good at not knowing and at using this specific
state as a creative platform. In addition, contemporary art is a multiparticipant polylogue, prompting conversations and making room
for new experiments and alternative ways of thinking. Today’s artistic
practices continue the long process of democratization that begun
with opening up palaces and churches to common people. In this
yet ongoing process, art institutions now take their turn at serving as
training grounds for the public to come.
Throughout the exhibition Yaffo 23 hosted collectives, workshop and
events with the participation of the audience:
July 15, Opening Event: The central gallery space was converted into a
public social space designed by Michal Helfman

Potluck Evening of Sudanese, Eritrean and Israeli dishes

Harakeh Fawreyeh, Struggle for Home The Pearl Underground: DAM,
Eran Sachs, Avner Amit, Ariel Armoni, Yoav Beirach, Ministry of Dub-Key,
July 16-19: Hosting the Secular Yeshiva for studies, lectures, sunrise

H e b r e w C l a s s e s f o r J e r u s a l e m’s Wo m e n
Refugees and Asylum Seekers

tours and a khafla

2012-2013

Ihna Min Hon, G-Town

July 23: Seminar on Contemporary Art in Israeli Society Eva Illouz, Roy
Brand, Julia Fermentto, Sagit Mezamer
July 15-18: The Nose fanzine launch event and a DIY workshop
July 29: Launching, the Revolution fanzine

workshop on the gallery rooftop using a kite and a digital camera; Palestinima
on contemporary Arab cinema; a talk on the condition of refugees in Israel
and potluck evening of Sudanese, Eritrean and Israeli dishes.
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Muhammad Jabali, Meira Asher, Maya Dunietz, Walaa Sbeit, Alma Cats,
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Since 2008, the all-volunteer aid project for refugees and asylum seekers
in Jerusalem has been working to provide this struggling population with
support and assistance in various areas, one of the chief among them
being Hebrew language instruction. The lessons, aimed at developing
communication skills and assist with integration in Israeli society, have
drawn many people, but only few of them were women. To meet their
specific needs, the aid project together with Yaffo 23, designed a womenonly learning group, accompanied by child care during classes.
At the end of the program’s first year and as part of the exhibition Experiments
in Techniques of Awakening, Yaffo 23 held two public events:
A Get-Together: Jerusalem’s refugees and asylum seekers met with locals to
talk about their journey to the city and the conditions that drove them to
flee their countries. We discussed Israel’s policy toward asylum seekers and

refugees, and the definitions that shape the discourse on refugee rights in
Israel, and in Jerusalem in particular.

Annalee Newman Foundation Grant (2006) and the Ministry of Culture

A Multicultural Family Event: This happening brought together families from
Jerusalem’s various religious and cultural backgrounds. Participants brought
food to share, while bands from among the city’s refugees played live music.

The Elovic-Bezalel Award judging panel members, Prof. Amnon

and Education Young Artist Award (2001).

Zuckerman, Rivka Saker, Yigal Zalmona, Prof. Nahum Tevet, Michal Rovner
and the family’s representative, explained their choice:
Amnon Ben-Ami is a fascinating painter whose work expands the

The program was created and coordinated by Shai Avidan
Project directors: Ariella Cwikel , Julia Fermentto and Shay Ozeri

boundaries of painting and challenges its conventions. His paintings are
based on the one hand on a conceptual, cerebral approach that relies on
deep thought and research in themes of painting, and on an attempt to
clarify notions like “vision” and “color”. On the other hand, his paintings
radiate with sensual delight in color, in the act of moving the brush across
a surface and producing an image.

#12 Amnon Ben-Ami - Zephyr
It seems that everything in his immediate surrounding, no matter how banal,

Prize for Painting

sooner or later turns into art in an unceasing process of creation. Ben-Ami’s

Curators: Roy Brand and Sagit Mezamer
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A solo exhibition of recipient of the Ilana Elovic-Bezalel

#12

works appear absurd and nihilist in their reductive simplicity and yet they are
ripe with provocation and lyricism, emitting huge love of painting, wisdom
and creativity alongside intellectual profundity.

The Ilana Elovic - Bezalel Prize for Painting was established in 2012 by the Elovic
family in collaboration with Bezalel Academy of Art and Design, Jerusalem.
Amnon Ben-Ami, a highly esteemed Jerusalem-based artist, has been
working for many years in independent frameworks. He maintains a
clean and distinctive line that intermixes Israeli-pop and Zen spirituality.
His works are usually described as light, simple, possessing maximal
precision and remarkable balance. They feature images of a gas burner
and a flip-flop, a man leaning on his one leg with a cigarette in his mouth
and Mont Sainte-Victoire, which Cezanne often painted. The themes in his
works are varied yet through all blows the light morning breeze – zephyr.
Amnon Ben-Ami was born in 1955 and graduated from the Fine Art
department at Bezalel Academy in 1986. He held many solo exhibitions
(Artists’ Studios, Chelouche Gallery, Dvir Gallery) and participated in
group shows, among others at Barbur Gallery, Ein Harod Museum, Haifa
University and Tel Aviv Museum. The awards he received include the
Prize of the Minister of Culture for Supporting Art (2008), the Barnett and

Amnon Ben-Ami, Pants, 2011
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Insert from Zephyr catalog, Design: Michal Sahar Studio
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Artivism
A panel on: Art Practices and Political Activism
N o v e m e b r 11 2 0 1 2

Yaffo 23 hosted a panel of artists-activists for a conversation on the merging
strategies of contemporary art and political action: Federico Zukerfeld and
Loreto Garín Guzmán, co-founders of GROUP ETCETERA (Argentina
& Chile), and Inna Shevchenko from FEMEN (Ukraine), who joined the
conference via a live Skype conversation.

143−142

GROUP ETCETERA works to bring art to the site of immediate social
conflict - the streets - and to bring social conflict into arenas of cultural
production, such as mainstream media and art institutions. Zukerfeld and
Guzmen were also among the co-founders of the International Errorist
movement (2005) – an organization that claims error as a philosophy of life.

uses the naked body as an active instrument in confronting institutions of
patriarchy such as the church, governmental dictatorship and the sex industry –
a tactic it calls Sextremism. Sextremism not only allows the group members to
raise awareness to some of the more important issues that women are facing
today, but also poses a real test to democracy wherever the group performs.
The participants discussed their artistic practices, which relate to the complex
political and social climate in their home countries. Their unique strategies
could provide a set of tools through which one can consider the political and
social conditions in Israel and the artistic strategies that can respond to it.
The conference was moderated by Tamara Moyzes (Czech Republic),
a political artist, curator and a filmmaker. In her work she prefers direct
intervention over academic approach, reflecting current social controversy
through a blend of documentary and fictitious scenes that are both
humorous and pathetic.
The conference was part of Middle East Europe exhibition

FEMEN is known for its new interpretation of modern feminism. The group

#13 Scope Creep
Digital Design in Contemporary Art
D e c e m b e r 1 3 2 0 1 2 – J a n u a r y 11 2 0 1 3

Artists: Jeremy Bailey, Alex Delany, Constant Dullaart, Shana Moulton,
Jon Rafman
Curator: Mikhel Proulx
Scope Creep introduced five artists who are working under the influence of
digital culture, engaging with the core of its design. Their artworks expose
and question the assumptions and expectations of mainstream design. The
sometimes-flexible boundaries between art, design and technology lends
to a re-appraisal of common practices in the network age.
Activists of the Ukrainian women’s movement Femen protested in front of the

Named after project management’s term for uncontrollable growth of

Italian Embassy in Kiev. They chanted “Italy is not a brothel”. February 2011

projects beyond their intended scope, the works exhibited in Scope

Creep exceeded the scope of digital design by using its own tools and
terminology to undermine its cold logic.
Jeremy Bailey’s performance-for-video works employ a tongue-in-cheek
use of DIY, digital media. Alex Delany creates meticulous videos-collages
from original studio footage.
The on- and offline artworks of Constant Dullaart exploit the tools of
web, video and print design. With them, he undermines the rigidity and
efficiency of communications media, and instead offers critical insights
into their logic.
In her oeuvre of short, narrative videos, Shana Moulton, through her alterego Cynthia, traverses kitschy domestic interiors and psychedelic forests.
These fictionalized, psychological spaces internalize the media landscape –
A Jew, a Muslim, and a Christian Walk into a Gallery…, installation view, 2013

Media artist, filmmaker and essayist Jon Rafman elaborates on the

#14 Larissa Aharoni - A Jew, a Muslim, and a
Christian Walk into a Gallery…

roles of the image within networked culture. His printed works visualize
impossible objects that are thinkable only within the digital age.

An independent action in space / workshop / exhibition
February 4 - March 5 2013

Curators: Roy Brand and Sagit Mezamer
Dozens of colorful pillows stitched with jokes about the three
monotheistic religions have turned the gallery space into a game room
or a social-political-religious-therapeutic space. The war of religions
became in Larissa Aharoni’s exhibition a pillow war, with the giant
pillows appearing at times to be unproportionate bullets or “pills of
humor”. The jokes are part of an oral tradition and they were gathered
from around Jerusalem, Jenin, and the web in 2012-2013.
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pulling imagery from both online-culture and new-age spirituality.

Jon Rafman, New Age Demanded (Zig Zag Man Malevich), 2012

#14

Larissa Aharoni (Berlin and Tel Aviv) continues the conceptual movement
of Art and Language, treating language as a concrete and sensual object.
In her sculptures and installations, language creates a living environment
that facilitates some actions while at the same time thwarting others.

old tv set. The ball reflected in the curved screen to twist the smiley icon

#15 SHE BUSH

into a sad face in unceasing repetition.

February 4 - March 5 2013

Participating artists: Neta Cohen, Liat Elbling, Yael Frank, Yoav

Using as raw material the hundreds of hours of footage uploaded to

Friedlander, Jozelito, Ayala Landau, Ayelet Lerman, Talia Link, Zach

the Internet every single minute, Talia Link exhibited The Treasure of

Nader, Eran Nave, Carmit Shlomi and Ella Spector.

Life, a collection of life advices in the New Age fashion mashed up from

Curators: Amit Hevrony, Shlomit Yaacov, Yaniv (Yoyo) Yur

crudely doctored visuals taken from the internet. Manipulating color and
sound into the language of new media, her videos gives off a convincing

SHE BUSH (“disruption” in Hebrew) examined the changes in our

impression of reality before revealing themselves to be an exaggerated

perception of reality with the transitioning to a lifestyle wherein “Nature”

collage of New Age language, illustrating the absurdity in marketing

is conveyed to us by flat LCD screens. Installed in the gallery’s eastern

better living and transforming into a conversation on hypnosis, fascination

section, it continued the exhibition Scope Creep that preceded it in the

and direct manipulation.

same exhibition space and engaged with digital culture’s influence on
sensual perception, thought and experience.
Manipulating prevalent everyday images and playing with different media,
139-138

the artists featured in SHE BUSH managed to disrupt our artificially-built
environment, exploiting the tools that create it in order to expose their
working.
In Around the House (2012) The American Zach Nader samples and mixes
TV commercials starring beautiful American families that sell products
using the happy family image. The resulting video, scratched and
voiceless, transforms them into ghosts captured by television, moving
through a house stripped of its domestic deceit. In Optional Features
Shown, tornados rip violently through the pastoral landscapes iconic of
luxury car commercials.
Carmit Shlomi makes her visuals by digitally manipulating images from
the Japanese culture where the natural and the artificial clash to absurdity.
Her work exists in the urban-consumerist space, where the individual is
restrained, hesitant and estranged, and nature reduces to an artificialdecorative presence; and yet nature’s wild, nearly magical potency lurks
above the technological-digital reality and at times disrupts it. In YES,
Yael Frank placed an illuminated ball painted with the colon and bracket
that make up the iconic virtual smile in front of the turned off screen of an

She Bush, installation view, 2013

In Externsteine (2012), Karen Russo takes as a subject the unusual rock

#16 Mythographies

formation in northern Germany. Externsteine attracts neo-Pagans, New

March 19 - June 21 2013

Agers and neo-Nazis, each cult submerging its own version of mythology

Exhibition and Symposium

in the extraordinary landscape. Blending documentary with science

Artists: Francis Alÿs, Avner Ben-Gal, Melanie Daniel, Ohad Meromi,

fiction, Russo examines how nature is invested with imagination, and

Jeremy Millar, Jonathan Ofek, Ariel Reichman, Karen Russo, Gustavo

shows how deeply archeology speaks to a nation’s emotions - to the

Sagorsky, Ester Schneider, David Schocken, Ingo Vetter and Detroit

extent that history becomes indistinguishable from fantasy.

Tree of Heaven Woodshop.
Curators: Roy Brand and Sagit Mezamer

Ingo

Vetter’s

four-channel

video

installation

Ön/Island

(2012)

investigates a former residential and industrial area in the Swedish town
Mythographies featured twelve international and Israeli artists. Most

of Kiruna. Just 180 km beyond the arctic circle, the ore iron-rich soil

of the works were commissioned for the exhibition and presented for

of Kiruna was already in the 16th century a projection site for mystical

the first time. They concerned the relations between tangible reality,

nature and endless wealth. Today, the excavation takes place at a

imaginary reality and texts.

depth of up to 1364 meters, resulting in cracks and deformations on
the surface. Because of extensive excavation, almost half of the city’s

Mythographies tied together myth and geography, thus pointing at

dwellings will have to be moved within the next 25 years.

137-136

those special instances when a mythical dimension is embedded within
a certain geographic domain. It set to track the crossroads of history and

Vetter also exhibited a work titled Ailanthus Space Frame (2013), created

fantasy, and examine the links between landscape, collective memory,

together with the Detroit Tree of Heaven Woodshop. The Ailanthus tree,

people and nation.

originally from China, spreads in plague-like speed in abandoned urban
areas all over the world. As it quickly takes over the natural habitat, in
most cases the local authorities treat the tree as a pest. Building their
installation with Ailanthus branches from around Jerusalem, Vetter and
the Detroit Tree of Heaven Woodshop explored new ways of learning
and treating the tree as a marker of nature in a post-industrialized world.
Jerome (2007), a video by Melanie Daniel, is the account of an individual’s
experience and perception of the drug scene in Kelowna, the artist’s
hometown and the place where her protagonist, Jerome, is under house
arrest for growing marijuana. His sober monologue draws a vibrant
picture of the underbelly of Kelowna, a city whose devastating drug
scene prospers behind a facade of wealth and luxury.
Belated Again (2013), a film by Jeremy Millar made especially for the
exhibition, is a poetic meditation on displacement. Filmed in numerous

Karen Russo, We are Golden, 2013

locations in England — churches, museums, libraries —it follows the motif

of the Church of the Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem and its translations to

The works of Ariel Reichman reveal the processes at work behind the

other places and times.

creation of a myth through their dismantlement. The virile, the heroic and the
monumental are soften down to become defenseless and bare. In Untitled

In contemporary Jerusalem, Gustavo Sagorsky captures fleeting moments

(flag), 2009, a piece of white rag on a stick, a ventilator and a projector

of mythology in the surroundings of his studio in Jerusalem. The series

together produce the heroic image of the flag.

Hadassah / Ein Gedi / Bet Safafa / Drop (2012) infuses the everyday with
a sense of magic and timelessness, humorously recalling the Orientalist

David Schocken’s photo series Behind a Door (2013) follows a

fantasy of an everlasting, untouched Biblical land.

hoarder’s apartment, where the materials of daily life are stacked as if
they were significant archaeological artifacts. The hoarder’s senseless

My Fire (2013), an installation by Ester Schneider, formed a ritualistic

accumulation points to a phase in which we will no longer be able to sort

passage inside the gallery. Three windows, converted into intricately

through materials. All is threatening to endlessly accumulate in homes,

crafted screens, acted like buffers between the gallery and Jerusalem.

warehouses, computers, file sharing sites and landfills.

They filtered and softened down the penetrating daylight, like the latticed
window (mashrabiya) or a woman’s veil.

Upon entering Mythographies visitors were greeted with Song for Lupita

Avner Ben-Gal’s work, part of his Biogenetics (2010), produces a private

from one glass to the other in a never-ending loop to the sound of the song

mythology. Members of what looks like a family of somewhat distorted

Mañana, mañana (Tomorrow, tomorrow). The lack of expectation arising

dodgy business in an attempt to “take over”. Ben-Gal’s work moves
between sharp figuration and abstract gestures, reshaping reality as a
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(Mañana), a 1998 animation work by Francis Alÿs. A woman pours water

#16

from the hands’ repetitive movement recalls the futility of existence and
the passage of time. The present is a song for a better future, to which
“meaningful” action is perpetually postponed.

dream or a cryptic allegory.
Jonathan Ofek’s Couples (2005) follows the sculptor’s interest in dual
relations - between spouses, between good and evil, between individual
and society. Inspired by Sasanian sculpture, Ofek’s clay figures display
large, disproportional hands, emphasizing an active emotional connection
that ties them together.
The video American Spirit (2011), part of Ohad Meromi’s “Rehearsal
Sculptures”, is a small exercise in non-action, epitomized, for Meromi, in the
act of smoking a cigarette: a minimum gesture allowing a place to turn into
a stage. Referring back to the tableau vivant tradition, the work is situated
in the interim between video and sculpture. Shot in Portland, Oregon, a
state known to have been home to many Native American groups, Meromi
creates an imaginary link between the site and American Spirit, the famous
tobacco brand whose packs are adorned with a drawing of an Indian chief.

Melanie Daniel, Jerome, still from video

of Heaven Woodshop, which also participated in Mythographies.

Mythographies Conference
March 20th, 2013

Organizers: Sagit Mezamer and Roy Brand

The day following the opening of the exhibition Mythographies Yaffo 23
held a conference under the same title, expanding the discussion beyond
the realm of art to the unique intersection of literature, history, folklore,
geography and agronomy. The conference hosted performative talks
by artists alongside topical lectures and panel discussions in an effort to
examine our deep emotional investment in places both real and fictional,
and the role they play in the construction of spiritual capital.

133-132

Morning Session: About Places and Myths

The Hidden Diamond: The Story of Art Collector Charlotte Bergman
(work in process ) / Yonatan Vinitsky, Artist, Haifa
Charlotte Bergman was a Belgian art collector (1903-2002) who donated
her collection to the Israel Museum in Jerusalem. In return, she asked to live
beside the collection. For the last three decades of her life Bergman resided
in a hidden villa built for her inside the museum’s compound. Vinitsky’s
lecture reviewed the extensive independent project he created based on the
collector's extraordinary and little known life story.
The Invasion of the Species Ailanthus Altissima (Ailanthus) and the Drastic
Change in the Urban Landscape/ Avinadav Begin
Avinadav Begin, artist, activist and expert on Mediterranean gardening,
talked about the ailanthus, a tree native to China yet widely distributed
throughout the world. The alianthus spreads extremely fast, particularly in
the dry, polluted air of urban areas. It was planted decades ago in Jerusalem
and in other towns across Israel, and has since long exceeded its original
boundaries. Its durability and pace of growth and expansion have made it
the dominant plant in Jerusalem, and a real threat to the planned outline
of landscape. The lecture discussed the grim future of the vegetation in the
city as result of the ailanthus' invasion, and addressed various possibilities
for exploiting the tree. One such example is the activity of the Detroit Tree

Final Stop – The Central Bus Station / Vered Lee, Haaretz Journalist
Tel Aviv's Central Bus Station area has turned over the years into a
microcosm on the margins of Israeli society that exists between mice and
heaps of garbage under the nose of the police and carries its own daily
routine , 24 hours a day, seven days a week. It is a parallel world with its
own rulers and lawmakers, with its own economy, exchange trade, drugs,
prostitution and slavery. Lee, who has been documenting this area in her
journalistic writing for several years now, portrayed this complex domain as
it emerges from numerous visits and encounters with the residents of the
station and the adjacent buildings. In her talk, Lee showed how the story of
the station is defined by that of the society in which it exists.
Die Hard – What Really Happened in Masada in 73 AD? / Dr. Guy Stiebel,
The Institute of Archeology, Hebrew University of Jerusalem
The Department of History and Theory, Bezalel
The myth of Masada is one of the formative myths of Israeli society. To a
great extent, the changing attitudes to Masada over the years reflects the
transformations of the Jewish society, first in Palestine and later in the Israeli
state. However, an examination of the archaeological and historical information
shows that the reality in Masada at the time of the rebellion was far more
complex than normally perceived. The lecture focused on a critical presentation
of the Masada population, revealing its heterogeneity and examining the place
of women, children and other social aspects that the archaeological discourse
often excludes.
Lunch Session: The Myth of the Written City

Between the Israeli City and the European Metropolis in Literature / Prof.
Menachem Brinker, Head of Policy and Theory of the Arts program, Bezalel
In the 19th century, three giants of literary realism created mythical images of
three cities: Balzac of Paris, Dickens of London and Dostoevsky of Petersburg.
The modern metropolis was at the time a phenomenon in the making, of which
the three authors – each in his way – offered a menacing image. In Russian
literature Petersburg, the artificial western city, was portrayed as afflicted with
all the ailments of the modern world in contrast to the natural and Russian

Moscow, while the Caucasus was the place for convalescing. This trinity had a
profound influence on the literature written in Eretz Yisrael at the time of the
Second Aliya, which displaced it to Jerusalem-Jaffa-Galilee and particularly to
the Sea of Galilee.
The Arcades and Flânerie / Dr. Roy Brand, Director and Chief curator,
Bezalel/Yaffo 23
In the Arcades Project, Walter Benjamin describes 19th century Paris as a
literary being. He particularly focuses on the arcades – the newly emerging
passages of steel and glass - as a museum of the everyday or a precursor to the
shopping mall. The Passage is not merely a physical place, but also a passage of
text and of time. Benjamin, who gathered excerpts from many sources, among
them newspapers, advertisements, poetry books and police reports, made use
of the potential of strolling inside a book in order to awaken an experience of
strolling in a different time through the mythical origins of the city.

uninhabited place, the journey, the shaping of a utopian society and more.
Mythographies / Jeremy Millar, Curator, artist and art criticism lecturer
at the Royal College of Art, London
Jeremy Millar addressed symbolic elements from the Church of the Holy
Sepulcher and their manifestations in different places in which he filmed his
new work Mythographies 2013, featured in its namesake exhibition. Millar
talked in his lecture about displacement, meandering between churches,
libraries, museums and universities throughout England and addressing the
appropriation of symbols from one place to another. Among other things,
Millar presented the work of Aby Warburg, an esoteric art historian who
worked most of his life on the creation of Mnemosyne, an atlas of memory.
Warburg passed away before he completed his lifework.
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Afternoon session: Fictions and Places

Nature Doesn't Respond – Myth, History and Fantasy in Contemporary
Germany / Karen Russo, Artist, London
In her lecture, Karen Russo addressed her latest project "Externsteine", featured
in Mythographies as a mural and as a film. "Externsteine" focuses on rock
formations in northern Germany, which act as a magnet to Neo-Pagans, New
Age groups and Neo-Nazis. The disciples of these teachings and ideologies gather
on the site to celebrate holidays and seasonal rituals, each cult appropriating
the extraordinary landscape of Externsteine and assimilates it in environmental,
spiritual and political mythologiess that comply with its own doctrine.

#17 My Barbarian
P o s t - L i v i n g A n t e - A c t i o n T h e a t e r : To g e t h e r F o r e v e r ?
Workshop / performance / exhibition
June 4-21 2013

Participants: My Barbarian: Malik Gaines, Jade Gordon and Alexandero
Segade; Workshop and performance participants: Anisa Ashkar, Adi
Avidani, Oleg Bergman, Mor Gur Arie, Sharon Hakak, Oree Holban,
Ayelet Lerman, Smadar Levy, Tama Ovadia, Danny Rotshtein, Meir
Rubin, Netally Schlosser, Yaari Shalem, Meir Tati and Daniel Yahel
Curator: Leah Abir

Zionism and Science Fiction / Doreet LeVitte Harten, Curator, Berlin
Zionism and science fiction literature have a lot in common. Both are rooted
in colonialist ideology and consequently produce mental geography suitable to
their needs. Both emphasize the frontier as a central arena of events and adhere
to the pioneer ethos as legitimization of the entire projects. These elements lead
to commonly accepted hallucinations that are founded upon missionary and
anthropological fantasies.
Levite Harten talked about some examples of such fantasies: progress, the
cultivation of the desert, ambivalence towards the local, the myth of the

On 4 June 2013, Los Angeles-based artist group My Barbarian opened in
the gallery its first solo show in Israel. The group’s members Alexandero
Segade, Malik Gaines, and Jade Gordon masterfully and radically
combine theater, music and visual arts. Their work aims at the fundamental
elements and rituals of faith, community, histories and mythology.
On May 2013 My Barbarian came to Jerusalem to set up a temporary
theater, similarly to projects the group previous held in Egypt, Italy,

Spain and New York, among other places. The three artists conducted an
intensive workshop with a group of local artists, among them visual artists,
actors, musicians and dancers from a variety of disciplines and styles.
The workshop and the show that concluded it were made with My
Barbarian’s unique political and participatory theater method, grounded
in collective theater practices such as Action Theater, the Living Theater

the concluding show; it was also the opening night of an exhibition
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documenting My Barbarian’s workshop in Cairo in 2008.

Roy Brand and Sagit Mezamer at the closing event of Yaffo23
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On June 4, My Barbarian and the group of local artists performed
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and the Theater of The Oppressed.

#17
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 אוסף מאטסון,1938 ,בית הדואר ברחוב יפו
The post office at Jaffa Road,1938
Matson Collection

 וציור הקיר23 סניף הדואר ביפו
1972 של אברהם אופק מ־

75− 74

Central Post Office
on Yaffo 23, and the
Mural of Avraham
Ofek from 1972
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#1
ערב הפתיחה
 שישי מתוך,מאיה דוניץ ואלונה רודה
2010 ,שבעה ימים
Opening event
Maya Dunietz and Alona
Rodeh Six of Seven Days, 2010
photo: Gaston Zvi Itzkovich

#1
:On this page / בעמוד זה
ליאור לרמן ויונתן שוחט
2010 , נבואות והספדים,לייקה

Lior Lerman and
Jonathan Shohet
Laika – Eulogies and Prophecies
2010

79− 78

:On the left / משמאל
מראה כללי של התערוכה
Installation view

81− 80

After Cinema /  אחרי הקולנוע#2
2010 , חוק שחור־לבן,מאיה ז"ק

Maya Zack, Black-White Rule, 2010

83− 82

Correspondences /  התכתבויות#3

ערב הפתיחה
פרט מתוך מיצב של מאיה מוצ'בסקי־פרנס
Opening night
detail from the installation of Maya
Muchawsky Parnas
photo:Aner Gelem

Correspondences /  התכתבויות#3
:On the right / מימין
 ניר ברקת בפתיחת התערוכה,ראש עירית ירושלים
.והפגנה של קבוצת ״כפותים״ שהתנהלה מולו
Nir Barkat, Mayor of Jerusalem, at the
opening night and a demonstration of
“Blindfolded” group . photo: Aner Gelem

:On this page / בעמוד זה
2010 , פרט מתוך מיצב, ַה ְל ַב נָ ה,מעיין אליקים

85− 84

Maayan Elyakim, No Room
for Silence; photo: Judith Kakon

Correspondences /  התכתבויות#3

:On the right / מימין
 פרט מתוך מיצב של אתי אברג'יל,ערב פתיחת התערוכה
Opening night, detail from the installation of
Etti Abergel , photo: Aner Gelem

87− 86

:On this page / בעמוד זה
 פרט מתוך מיצב,אתי אברג'יל
Etti Abergel, detail; photo: Judith Kakon

#3
 שנה, שם אמן, שם העבודה

Work name, Artist Name, 2010

I see Darkness /  חשיכה#4

:On the right / מימין
 הליגה:הזמנה לתערוכה עיצוב

89− 88

exhibition poster Designed by The League

:On this page / בעמוד זה
2009 , היפנו פרוג'קט,דאג פישבון
Doug Fishbone, Hypno Project , 2009

I see Darkness /  חשיכה#4

:On this page / בעמוד זה
2011 , פרט מתוך מיצב ציור, פגישה עיוורת,שי אזולאי
Shai Azoulay, Blind Date , installation detail, 2011
photo: Judith Kakon

:On the left / משמאל
2002 , פלסיבו,ססקיה אולדה־וולברס
Saskia Olde-Wolbers, Placebo, 2002
91− 90

2009 , היפנו פרוג'קט,דאג פישבון
Doug Fishbone, Hypno Project , 2009

/  פרויקט ויליאם אשבלס#5
The William Ashbless Project
2011 , פרט מתוך מיצב,גבי קריכלי

93− 92

Gabi Kricheli, installation detail, 2011
photo: Judith Kakon

Life/Art / חיים/ אמנות#6

:On the right / מימין
2  סטודיו ג:הזמנה לתערוכה עיצוב
exhibition poster Designed by
Studio Gimel 2

:On this page / בעמוד זה
 ירושליםBYOB ,מראה הצבה

95− 94

Installation view, BYOB Jerusalem
(Bring your own Beamer)

Life/Art / חיים/ אמנות#6

, אנרגיות טובות,יונתן לוי ותאטרון מעין
; קריאה דוקומנטרית של פרוטוקול ישיבת2011
ועדת הכלכלה של הכנסת על תמלוגי הגז הטבעי
Yonatan Levy & Maayan Theatre ,
Energy/Utility , 2011; A documentary

97− 96

reading of the meeting protocol of the
Knesset's economic affairs committee on
natural gas royalties; photo: courtesy of
Jerusalen Season of Culture

99− 98

Life/Art / חיים/ אמנות#6

2011 , עתיד המוות בירושלים,A2 Company
;פרפורמנס וסדנה בהנחיית עלית קרייז ואנטון מירטו
A2 Company , The Future
of Death in Jerusalem, 2011
Performance and workshop led by Alit
Kreiz and Anton Mirto; photo: Hillel Roman

:On next pages / בעמודים הבאים

/  עולם אחר אפשרי#7
Another Wolrd is Possible

2011 , ילדה,'עמית ברלוביץ
Amit Berlowitz , A Girl , 2011

Formatology /  פורמטולוגיה#8

מראה כללי של התערוכה
installation view
photo: Judith Kakon

101− 100

Culture.Climate / אקלים. תרבות#9

:On this page / בעמוד זה
 הכל יהיה, מספר שמונה,גידו ואן דר־וורב
2007 ,בסדר
Guido van der Werve , Nummer Acht,

103− 102

Everything Is Going To Be Alright, 2007

:On the left / משמאל
2011, Regrowing ,וניה שאוב
Wanja Schaub , Regrowing, 2011
photo: Judith Kakon

Machines for Living  מכונות לחיים#10
, פרט מתוך שחר פרדי כסלו,ערב פתיחת התערוכה
2009 ,העלמה והמוות

105− 104

Opening event, detail from Shachar Freddy
Kislev , Death and The Maiden, 2009
photo: Yael Sloma

107− 106

Machines for Living /  מכונות לחיים#10

 מראה,2006 ,#5  שיקגו,אדם ברומברג ואוליבר שאנרין
2012 הצבה
,Adam Broomberg and Oliver Chanarin
;Chicago #5, 2006, installation view 2012
photo: Yael Sloma

Machines for Living /  מכונות לחיים#10

:On the right / מימין
2012 , הרצאה על ארכיטקטורה,אהד פישוף

Ohad Fishof, A Lecture on Architecture, 2012

:On this page / בעמוד זה
, A-Z  רכב מילוט,אנדרה זיטל
2012 , התאמה מחדש של ליאור שביל,1996
Andrea Zittel , A-Z Escape Vehicle, 1996

109− 108

Customized by: Lior Shvil, 2012
photo: Yael Sloma

:On the next page / בעמוד הבא
 סטודיו הראל ומעין: עיצוב#11 הזמנה לתערוכה
exhibition poster Design by Harel and Maayan Studio

111− 110

/  נסיונות בטכניקות של התעוררות#11
Experiments in Techniques of Awakening
:Previous page / בעמוד הקודם
Slavs and Tatars , Reverse Joy , 2012
 עונת,התערבות ציבורית במזרקה בכיכר העיריה במסגרת פסטיבל מתחת להר
2012 ,התרבות בירושלים

Slavs and Tatars, Reverse Joy, 2012
Public intervention and mixed media, Under the Mountain, festival
for new public art, Jerusalem Season of Culture, 2012

:On this page / בעמוד זה
סדנה ליצירת תצלומי אוויר בהנחיית חגית קיסר וזמר ס"ט

113− 112

DIY aerial photography workshop, led by Hagit Keysar and
Zemer Sat; photo: Yael Sloma

:On the left and on the next page / משמאל ובעמוד הבא
 הופעות ותיקלוטים: חארקה פאורייה – מאבק על הבית,ערב פתיחת התערוכה
Opening event, Harakeh Fawreyeh, Struggle for Home

115− 114

117− 116

/  נסיונות בטכניקות של התעוררות#11
Experiments in Techniques of Awakening
:On the left / משמאל
 ירושלים ועוד, אריתראה,ערב פוט־לוק של מאכלים מסודן
Potluck Evening of Sudanese, Eritrean and Israeli dishes;
photo: Yael Sloma

119− 118

 צפריר-  אמנון בן־עמי#12
Amnon Ben-Ami - Zephyr
מראה הצבה
exhibition view; photo: Judith Kakon

121− 120

 מוסלמי ונוצרי, יהודי-  לאריסה אהרוני#14
...נכנסים לגלריה
Larissa Aharoni - A Jew, a Muslim,
and a Christian Walk into a Gallery…
2013 ,מראה הצבה
installation view, 2013; photo: Yael Sloma

Mythographies /  מיתוגרפיות#16

:On the right / מימין
מראה כללי של התערוכה

installation view; photo: Yael Sloma

123− 122

:On this page / בעמוד זה
, רוח אמריקאית, דימוי מתוך אוהד מרומי,הזמנה לתערוכה
,exhibition poster, image by Ohad Meromi
American Spirit, 2011

125− 124

Mythographies /  מיתוגרפיות#16

,אסתר שניידר מתקינה את עבודתה
2013 ,האש שלי

,Ester Schneider
installing her work, My Fire, 2013
photo: Yael Sloma

Mythographies /  מיתוגרפיות#16

:On this page / בעמוד זה
2012 , אקסטרנשטיינה,קרן רוסו

Karen Russo, Externsteine, 2012

:On the left / משמאל
2012 , בית צפאפא,גוסטבו סגורסקי

127− 126

Gustavo Sagorsky, Bet Safafa, 2012

מראה תערוכה
exhibition view; photo: Yael Sloma

#10
:On the right /מימין
 שנה, שם אמן, שם העבודה

Work name, Artist Name, 2010

:On this page /בעמוד זה
 שנה, שם אמן, שם העבודה

Work name, Artist Name, 2010

My Barbarian /  מיי ברבריאן#17

 מופע ותערוכה,תאטרון פעולה

Living Theater, performance and exhibition
Photo: Yael Sloma

